ACCOMMODATES UP TO 15" WIDE LADDER RACK

HOLE TO HOLE (19" EIA STANDARD)

18.31 [465.1]
HOLE TO HOLE (23" EIA STANDARD)

22.31 [566.7]

RACK SPACE INDICATORS

RACK SPACE NUMBERING IN SEQUENCE OF 5 (1,5,10...)

15.53 [394.5]

NOTES:
1. VISIT OUR ON-LINE CATALOG AT WWW.PANDUIT.COM FOR A LIST OF CURRENT PARTS APPLICABLE FOR USE WITH THIS PRODUCT.
2. DIMENSIONS IN PARENTHESES ARE METRIC (mm).
3. CAN BE USED WITH ANY 19" OR 23" EIA STANDARD COMPONENT IN ADDITION TO ALL PANDUIT HORIZONTAL CABLE MANAGEMENT AND PATCH PANEL PRODUCTS.
4. 45 AVAILABLE RACK SPACES
5. EIA UNIVERSAL STANDARD HOLE PROGRESSION ON VERTICAL CHANNELS: .625", .625", .500", .625", .625"...ETC.
6. ASSEMBLES AS A 19" OR 23" EQUIPMENT RACK.
7. ALL ASSEMBLY HARDWARE INCLUDED:
   - (17) 3/8-16 X 1" BLACK HEX HEAD CAP SCREW
   - (32) 3/8" PAINT PIERCING GROUNDING WASHER
   - (1) TUBE OF ANTI-OXIDIZING PASTE
   - (17) 3/8-16 BLACK HEX NUT
   - (24) 12-24 X .5" SLOTTED PAN HEAD STEEL SCREW
   - (4) 10-32 X 5/16" SCREW FOR MOUNTING WATERFALL
8. MATERIAL: STEEL; POWDER COATED BLACK
9. TESTED AND APPROVED 1500 LBS LOAD RATING BY UNDERWRITERS LABORATORIES.

PANDUIT P/N | WEIGHT
---|---
NFR84 | 110.0 LBS/EACH
49.9 Kg/EACH

MATERIAL:
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED, DIMENSIONAL TOLERANCES ARE IN [mm]

ANGLE:
THIRD ANGLE PROJECTION

REV DATE BY CHK APR DESCRIPTION ECN
06A 6-24-14 BAME FGR TCO UPDATED TITLE BLOCK 10099-39
3 1-11-07 MWH B. UPDATED NOTES 10099-39
2 6-23-06 NAGL KRKE KRKE ADDED FOURTH SHEET. UPDATED GEOMETRY. 10099-39
1 4-22-05 JDWE KRKE KRKE A. UPDATED GEOMETRY 10099-39
R 11-11-02 JDWE SJA RTSU RELEASED TO PRODUCTION 10099-39
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7' HEAVY DUTY 19"/23" EQUIPMENT RACK (NFR84)
ASSEMBLED 19" WIDE FOOTPRINT

ASSEMBLED 23" WIDE FOOTPRINT

- TOP FLANGE AND WATERFALLS REMOVED FOR CLARITY
- MOUNTING HOLE FOOTPRINTS REMAIN FIXED IN 19" AND 23" ASSEMBLIES
"J" bolt mounting holes for securing up to 15" wide ladder rack perpendicular to netframe.

Center waterfalls

Front top flange with waterfalls

Mounting slots for optional D-rings

Mounting holes for optional fiber spools

Cable tie down tabs

Mounting holes for optional 4x5 vertical duct

Base angles